
FSR Policy Ad-hoc

OPEN ITEMS & MOTIONS:

DISCUSSIONS. RESEARCH oT NEED:

1) General Policy & Procedure: Cancelation of meetino: "post it to the regional website",
Must decide WHERE it will be on the website

2) Agenda: Vice Chair facilitate off-month meetings. This was practiced all along & does
not need to be in motion form.

3) NEED: Exact wording about regional minutes will be posted to the website (no longer
making physical copies)

4) Alternates: look up GTLS to see the wording about Alternates & moving up (2-year
commitment). I have placed something to this affect, but if you want exact wording, we
can do that.

5) Who fills in if a subcommittee or position is vacant? Regional Chair or Vice? GTLS does
not have it. Policy does not state who steps up. NEED to finalize this & make it a part of
the Position requirements.

6) Regional Chair: Current Policy states they have to come to the GSR Assembly (at the on-
month meetings). Do you still feel they should attend?

7) Lost items from past Policies: See motion #4 below that would bridge this gap.

Somehow we should create wording that says prior Policy items that were missed at any
updates are pulled forth without being re-voted on. See #4. It is argued that once a

policy is approved, if something was missed, it is no longer a part of policy. This is unfair.
Consider the motion listed under below.

B) Secretary requirements: copying material: Policy was missing 2 items that basically say

the same thing. Merge into one once we figure out what is the exact practice today.

9) Phone line: Didn't we add to the Policy that the Phone line Chair must have a computer?

10)Special Events: Get with Chair. There was a list of requirements that Irv put together
years ago showing what the RCMs & AREA Special Events needed to do for their events.

Add to Policy only these items. Other pafts will be part of their committees Policy.

11) Under Finances: Checking acnt: Reconciliation of the checking acnt. See question on

Policy.



IZ) Under Finances: Checking acnt: Prudent Reserve: See question on Policy'

13) Under Finances: Phone line: $850 prudent reserye (set back in 06112199)' Isn't this

outdated? See question on PolicY

14) Under Finances: Special Events: $400 Cap: Amended date in 2007 ?

15) Get with Literature: Schedules were moved to 3 times a year. Policy doesn't reflect

that or the date, Get w/ Peggy.

16) Treasurer, Subcommittees, Liaison : must have a written repoft

NEW MOTIONS:

1) Regional meetings are held on the 2nd Saturday of the month (except for MARLCNA

exception). On month Regional meetings are rotated per the rotation cycle and off month

Regional meetings are held at the Service Center in Baltimore, MD.

2) Under Agenda & Meetings: current Policy states the RD & RDA provide detailed written

reports to the Region. We believe these should be read to the Region even at Off-month.
So, add: "... detailed written reports & share / read at the Region".

3) AGENDA: Re-word the entire meeting times & remove the "Executive Body Prelim -
optional from 12-1 discretion of the Chair,"

4) Under General Policy and Procedure: Prior Policy motions, guidelines, requirements,
descriptions & details in past Policies remain an achieved paft of policy & if any items are

missed or overlooked by any updates, it is understood that they remain & do not have to
be voted in again. Once identified "lost parts" are brought to the Regional Policy Chair,
noted in the Policy Chair's written report to inform the Region of an update &



automatically included in Policy without a vote or motion, unless othenvise declined or

rejected by the RCMs.

5) OFF MONTH (Agenda) pg 4: Item #2: Add Treasurer repoft. Remove item #3
(officer reports)

Intent:

Treasurer gives the report even on off month & "officer repofts" is obsolete. The
RD/RDAffreasurer are the only ones who give reports at off month.

6) Secretary minutes at off month. (Original motion was 4173113 about off month. Add to
this to just make it a blanket statement: Secretary to take minutes at both on-month &
off-month meetinqs.

7) Under Positions: need to add clarity: Alternates are considered a two-year
commitment; however they do not ascend to the Chair position but are voted by the
RCMs.

Intent: To clarify that Alternates to do move up by acclamation.

B) Under Positions: need to add: RD facilitates the RSC GSR Workshop

9) Under Positions: Add the Executive Body definition: Executive Body shall be deemed
as: Regional Chair, Vice Chair, RD, RDA, Treasurer, Vice Treasurer, Policy, Secretary, &
Vice Secretary.

10) Under Positions: Treasurer: Remove the requirement for the Treasurer to attend the
Regional Assembly

Intent: It is not necessary that we have our Treasurer at Assemblies since we do not
collect money or disperse money at these.



11) Under Positions: Treasurer: Travel reseruations are handled & confirmed by the
Treasurer, who will bring the confirmation to the Regional meeting one month before an

event, whenever possible,

Intent: Since the Treasurer has the checking account, travel reservations need to be

made & confirmed orior to the events that our trusted servants are reouired to attend.

12) Under Positions: Secretary: Remove the requirement for the Secretary to attend the

Regional Assembly.

Intent: It is not necessary because we do not have anyone taking minutes at

the Assemblies.

13) Under Positions: Secretary: Remove the title of "Co-Secretary" & replace with

updated, & correct title, of Alternate Secretary.

14) Under Positions: Secretary: List suggestions for taking minutes:

Intent: For clarity of minutes, exact wording of motions, efficienry of Secretary's time &
pertinent to discussion matters & anonymity

SUGGESTION: suggestions on minutes:
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15) Under Positions: Policy: Remove "to make the Policy facilitator a standing member of
the RSC Executive Committee (l2lI4l04).

Intent: This position is already listed now under Policy Requirements, thus a part of the
RSC,



16) Under Positions: Policy: Add to duties: update the policy as Policy changes

17) Under Subcommittees: Add blanket wording that Subcommittee Chairs have a
knowledge of their Handbooks, etc. See Subcommittees

18) Under Subcommittees: Add experience requirement: That all Regional Subcommittee
Chairs have a minimum of four years clean and one year of Subcommittee experience

19) Under Web Administrator: pulled forth several motions that were part of the 2006

Policy, missed in 2013 Policy. These should be included in RSC Policy, as they affect the

Executive Body.

20) Under Finances: Missing from 2013 policy: Have Treasurer of Region ear-mark

monthly monies to send the RDA to the WSC (6/9/12)


